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A P P L I C AT I O N  N O T E

How to Create Arbitrary Power Waveforms
Using built-in waveforms simplifies DC system power 
supply programming

Power arbitrary waveforms (arbs), applied to reactive loads, can control current or 

characterize the response to a dynamic change in power. 

Examples include the following:

• Using a staircase or ramp waveform to slowly increase the voltage to a device 
to avoid a large inrush current

• Applying a sine wave to test a device’s input capacitor filtering capability 

An electronic load module and an arb can simulate a device that draws current 

at different rates based on sleep, idle, or active states. The N6705C’s built-in 

arbitrary waveforms are now available in Keysight’s N6700 series system power 

supply; see Figure 1.

Figure 1. The Keysight N6705C DC Power Analyzer offers several selectable 
waveforms accessible from the front panel
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The N6700C provides three methods to output arbitrary waveforms: 

1. LIST mode

2. Constant-dwell arbs

3. Built-in arbs

Sequencing multiple arbs one after the other creates more complex arbs. As part of the 

sequence, you can configure arbs to repeat a specified number of times. Even without a 

sequence, you can play a single arb multiple times or set it to play infinitely. 

A trigger will synchronize a power supply and other test equipment. The three common 

ways to send a trigger are from a program, a hardware signal, or the start waveform 

button on the front panel of the N6705C. Most DC power supplies have relatively low 

bandwidth (BW), and this is true with the N6700 modules. The exception is the N675xA 

high-performance modules and the N676x precision power modules, with approximately 

500 Hz BW at 5 V.

LIST Mode
LIST mode is a feature available in several power supply series. LIST mode programs 

a sequence of steps. Each step has an amplitude and a time. The N6700 stores LISTs 

with up to 512 steps, while other power supplies store up to 100 steps. You can 

define very complex waveforms with just a few steps, as each step is output for an 

independent length of time. LIST mode has several other features to synchronize to 

other test equipment, such as adding output triggers to steps or advancing steps based 

only on an input trigger. Figure 2 shows a simple example: the program output uses 

three voltages, along with their dwell times.

LIST:VOLT 2.5,5,2.5,(@1)  # Define voltages for three points
LIST:DWEL .25,.5,.25,(@1) # Define dwell times for the three points
VOLT:MODE LIST,(@1)       # Selects LIST mode vs. fixed

Figure 2. Produce a pulse using LIST mode
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Constant -Dwell-Time Arbs
Constant dwell is the second mode for arbs. Define up to 64K points, all with the same 

dwell time. Arbs built with constant dwell time often use hundreds or even thousands 

of points. It is not unusual to use a block transfer to send all the data to the instrument. 

Constant-dwell arbs are good for signals that frequently change, such as a sine wave or 

an exponential dampening waveform. In Figure 2, a dwell time of 0.25 seconds creates 

the same pulse in the LIST mode example. Four points with the same amplitude are 

required to output the 1-second pulse with the 0.25 s dwell time. 

ARB:FUNC:TYPE VOLT,(@1)     # Selects voltage arb vs. current, resistance, power, etc.
ARB:FUNC:SHAP CDW,(@1)      # Selects constant-dwell-time arb 
ARB:VOLT:CDW 2.5,5,5,2.5,(@1)  # Defines voltages for four points
ARB:VOLT:CDW:DWEL .25,(@1)  # Defines dwell time used by all points
VOLT:MODE ARB               # Selects ARB mode vs. fixed
                            # A trigger needs to be configured to start the arb

Figure 3. Output a pulse using constant dwell mode

Built-In Arbs
The N6700C modular DC power supply has seven built-in arbs. You can define built-in 

arbs with a couple of amplitudes and periods; see Figure 4. A sine wave is set up with 

just a frequency, amplitude, and voltage offset. In the past, you would have had to use 

hundreds of points to create a sine wave. Built-in waveforms and constant-dwell arbs 

have been available in early versions of the N6705A and N6705B DC power analyzers. 

Built-in waveforms and constant-dwell arbs are now part of the “C” version of the 

N6700 series (N6700C, N6701C, and N6702C).
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Figure 4. Set up a built-in pulse with two amplitudes and three periods

ARB:FUNC:TYPE VOLT,(@3)     # Selects voltage arb vs. current, resistance, power, etc. 
ARB:FUNC:SHAP PULS,(@3)     # Selects the built-in arb pulse 
ARB:VOLT:PULS:STAR 2.5,(@3) # Configures the starting amplitude
ARB:VOLT:PULS:TOP 5,(@3)    # Configures the top amplitude
ARB:VOLT:PULS:STAR:TIM 0.25,(@3) # Period from the start to the rising edge
ARB:VOLT:PULS:TOP:TIM 0.5,(@3)   # Period of time pulse is high
ARB:VOLT:PULS:END:TIM 0.25,(@3)  # Period from the falling edge to the end
VOLT:MODE ARB,(@3)               # Selects ARB mode vs. fixed
                                 # A trigger needs to be configured to start the arb

Figure 5. SCPI commands to configure a built-in pulse waveform

Summary
Many devices require testing with a dynamic power waveform. The N6700C now 

includes several options for creating arbitrary waveforms, making it easier to generate 

dynamic power. Use sequencing to produce more complex waveforms. See below for a 

Python program to set up a built-in ramp arbitrary waveform. You can cut and paste the 

SCPI commands into any programming environment. To learn more about Python, see 

the white paper “System Power Supply Programming - Using Python and Socket.”
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#

# An example program to configure channel 3 of a modular DC power
# supply. Channel 3 is configured to output a RAMP, one of the built-in
# waveforms. The program follows the flow: 1. open resources, 2. reset 
# the mainframe, 3. configure the channel, 4. output, 5. release  
# resources. The hardware used is an N6700C and an N6762A.

import socket, sys, time

def outPut(cmd1):               # Send SCPI command via sockets
    cmd1 = cmd1 + ‘\n’
    skt.send(cmd1.encode(‘ASCII’))
   
def enTer():                    # Receive instrument data via sockets
    dataStr=skt.recv(1024).decode(‘ASCII’)
    return dataStr.strip()

def openSocket(IPaddr,port):     # Create a connection via sockets
    global skt
             
    try:
        skt = socket.socket(socket.AF_INET, socket.SOCK_STREAM)
        skt.settimeout(8)       # 8 second timeout
    except socket.error as e:
        print(‘Error creating socket: %s’ % e)
        sys.exit(1)

    try:
        skt.connect((IPaddr, port))
    except socket.gaierror as e:
        print(‘Address-related error connecting to instrument: %s’ % e)
        sys.exit(1)
    except socket.error as e:
        print(‘Error connecting to socket on instrument: %s’ % e)
        sys.exit(1)

def errStr():          # Check for instrument errors
    num=1
    while int(num) != int(0):
     outPut(‘SYST:ERR?’)
     respnse = enTer()    # errors include a number and a string
     num, str_resp = respnse.split(“,”)
     print(num,str_resp)

def closeSockets():                   # Close socket connection
      skt.close()

#
# main function
#
if __name__ == ‘__main__’:   
#
#   Assign resources.
#
    openSocket(‘192.168.1.36’,5025)
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#    
#   Reset & configure mainframe/instrument. 
    outPut(‘*RST’)
    outPut(‘DISP:VIEW METER1’)        # Single channel meter
    print(‘mainframe configured’)
#
#   Configure output channel 3.
    outPut(‘VOLT:SENS:SOUR INT, (@3)’) # Uses local 2-wire sense
    outPut(‘VOLT:PROT:LEV 6, (@3)’)    # Set voltage limit 6 V
    outPut(‘CURR 3.1, (@3)’)           # Set CC limit 3.1 A
    errStr()                           # Check for instrument errors
    print(‘channel 3 configured’)
#
#   Configure Arb - Ramp the output voltage from 0 V to 3 V.
#   The ramp duration is 3 s.
    outPut(‘ARB:FUNC:TYPE VOLT,(@3)’)   # Selected waveform type
    outPut(‘ARB:FUNC:SHAP RAMP,(@3)’)   # Select waveform shape
    outPut(‘ARB:VOLT:RAMP:STAR 0,(@3)’) # configure start and
    outPut(‘ARB:VOLT:RAMP:END 3,(@3)’)  #   end voltage
    outPut(‘ARB:VOLT:RAMP:STAR:TIM 0.5,(@3)’)  # Set timing for
    outPut(‘ARB:VOLT:RAMP:RTIM 3,(@3)’)        #  each part
    outPut(‘ARB:VOLT:RAMP:END:TIM 0.5,(@3)’)   #  of the ramp
    outPut(‘ARB:TERM:LAST ON,(@3)’)     # Hold final ramp voltage
    outPut(‘ARB:COUN 1, (@3)’)          # Output the arb once 
    outPut(‘OUTPUT ON,(@3)’)            # Turn on the output
    errStr()                            # Check for instrument errors
#
#   Setup a trigger for the arb.
    outPut(‘VOLT:MODE ARB,(@3)’)      # Select output mode
    outPut(‘TRIG:ARB:SOUR IMM’)       # Set trigger source
    time.sleep(5)
#    
#   Trigger arb waveform.   
    outPut(‘INIT:TRAN (@3)’)          # Initiate trigger 
#    
    outPut(‘OUTP OFF, (@3)’)          # Turn output off
    print(‘arb complete’)
#    
#   Close socket - release resources.
    closeSockets()
#
#   End
#

Sample program continued


